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Combination Basketball
Suggested Layout 1
A single basketball system is located on one side of the 
court. Both court ends have the ball containment fence 
system with a rebounder at one end.

Components:
• Fence System with Rebounder Option
• D-Pro™ MAX Adjustable Basketball System
•
• Extension Light System    
• Unicourt™

Single Basketball
Suggested Layout 2
A single basketball system is located on one end with 
the fence containment system and a rebounder on 
the opposite end. This design eliminates the need to 
remove the net for basketball play.

Components:
• Fence System with Rebounder Option
•
• D-Pro™ MAX Adjustable Basketball System
• Extension Light System
• Unicourt™

Dual Basketball
Suggested Layout 3
A basketball system is on each end of the court. 
An optional rebounder could be placed on one 
side of the court.

Components:
• Ball Containment Fence System
•
• ™ MAX Adjustable Basketball System
• Extension Light System
• Unicourt™

Customize your court with high quality USA manufactured components from Douglas®



Unlimited Activities
Unicourt™ provides highly competitive sports activities for people 
of all ages. Here’s a list of suggested activities for you to enjoy 
with friends and family:

• Put the Unicourt™ net up and play volleyball, badminton, 
paddle tennis, pickleball, action tennis and soft tennis.

• Take the net down and play basketball, no-goalie soccer and 

•
four-square and other or games.

• Use the rebounder net to practice tennis, racquetball, 
handball, soccer and baseball.

Pickleball is played 
with paddles, a perforated 
plastic ball, a low net and 
great enthusiasm. Strategy 
and patience are more 
important in pickleball 
than brute power, so it’s 
a natural equalizer for 
everyone! 

Action Tennis is 
regular Tennis on a 
compact scale -with full-
size fun. To play the sport, 
you use shorter racquets 
and a less “bouncy” ball. 
Otherwise, the game 
follows the rules of regular 
tennis -Some people think 
it’s more fun!

Paddle/POP Tennis
as you might guess is a 
sport like Tennis that’s 
played with wooden 
paddles. Under its rules, 
you’re allowed only one 
underhand serve and the 
ball must bounce once 
before anyone can 
return it.

Short Court Sports
These short court sports are recommended by the U.S. Tennis Association for play 
where space is limited. All these “short court” net sports are easy to learn and consist 
of fast-paced rally action -the fun part of tennis. All can be played as singles or 

Customize Your Court 
Layo
and to meet your budget. Standard plans are available for the illustrated court sizes. 

25’ x 25’
or
30’ x 25’

30’ x 60’
30’ x 64’

30’ x 60’

40’ x 60’

60’ x 120’

as an activity center for motels, apartment complexes, playgrounds, clubs, institutions, and more. 
Unicourt™ is the solution for anywhere space is at a premium. 

value the entire family can enjoy all year round; even at night with the lighting option. This center is for 



Rebounders

Add a standalone rebounder to your court 
or incorporate the rebounder into the 
custom fence system. The rebounder frame 

break strength and is weather treated to 

wide vinyl tape border. Brass grommets are 
evenly spaced for securing the net to the 
frame with the provided bungee cords. A 
white webbing strap to set a realistic tennis 
net height and vinyl bottom ball retainer is 

adjustable straps, black bungee cords, 
vinyl ball retainer, rebounder net and PVC 
ground sleeves.

Custom Fence System
Designed for ball containment with a more 
subtle and attractive appearance than standard 
chain-link fencing, these “soft” fence systems are 
the perfect addition to any court. The framework 

coated steel. The net is sewn from heavy-duty 

local building codes to determine your site’s 

can be incorporated within the fence design. 

netting, lacing cord and PVC ground sleeves.

Douglas® Unicourt™ Components

Light Systems 
Extend the available play time of your court by adding the 

clear light. This LED area light only uses premium grade 
LED components. High strength aluminum housing make 
this an industrial grade quality and is built to last. Better 
heat dissipation ensures longer LED life and safety. Unit is 

warranty.  Choose from an in-line or standalone light 

polyester powder coat for maximum weather resistance.

In-Line System
em is to be used as an extension 

to the steel adjustable net system. The extension 

Standalone Light System
Standalo
Ground Sleeve 

steel and top pole is 3” square steel. The installed 



Adjustable Net Systems
Offers the versatility to easily adjust the net anywhere from ground level to 8’ on the 
pole allowing play for a variety of court sports. Choose from our Aluminum or Steel 
net system. Both systems have a black baked-on polyester powder coat finish. This 
strong finish adds resistance to chipping and the ultimate 
weather protection against the elements. Both systems include 
the same net tensioning reel. The rugged net tensioning reel 
case and gears are constructed of heavy duty steel. This simple 
reel assembly is easy-to-use and has a smooth operation. 
Handle has a comfortable contoured grip and is removable 
to prevent any unwanted tampering. The net can easily be 
removed for any open court play. Unicourt™ multi-purpose net 
and ground sleeves are sold separately.

Aluminum
Adjustable Net System (Item # 68127S)
Ground Sleeve (SGS-24SQ) (Item # 68152AL)
With the Douglas® Aluminum Adjustable Net System you 
simply move the net pulleys and open eye hooks to the 
desired location within the continuous structured post 
channel. The built-in structured channel allows for quick and 
easy net height adjustments. This solid system is constructed 
of 4” square extruded structural aluminum that has excellent 
bend resistance and is 100% rust proof. Poles are 10’6” high 
and the complete system is only 150 lbs.; which is half the 
weight of a comparable steel system. All post hardware is 
included. The Unicourt™ net and ground sleeves are sold 
separately.   

Steel
Adjustable Net System  
(Item # 68125S)
Ground Sleeve (SGS-42SQ) 
(Item # 68150AL)
With the Douglas® Steel 
Adjustable Net System 
you simply adjust the 
collars anywhere from 
ground level to 8’ on the 
post. Steel poles are 3.5” 
square tubing with a 
3/16” wall thickness. The 
multipurpose net system 
includes all hardware 
including (8) collars for 
height adjustments. The 
steel system can be used 
with the in-line light 
system option. 

Unicourt™ Nets
High quality Unicourt™ nets are made of 1-3/4” 
square mesh in 3 mm heavy-gauge netting making 
it unsurpassed for durability and weather resistance. 
The headband is lock-sewn in a 2 ply vinyl coated 
polyester. Vinyl bottom tape and side pockets are also 
polyester based and won’t shrink, mildew or rot when 
exposed to the elements. The net comes complete 
with side dowels and (4) bungee cords for installation. 
Nets measure 34” high and are available in (4) 
standard widths or are custom made to the width of 
your court. To determine net length, subtract 4’ from 
the distance between the posts.  

In-line Adjustable Net System

The In-Line adjustable net system allows court design versatility by allowing the D-Pro™ 
adjustable basketball systems to be installed on the side of the court and used as part 
of the adjustable net system. To incorporate the net system, D-rings are installed on the 
front face of the basketball pole and the net is simply attached via steel c-snaps and 
bungee cords. The complete in-line system includes the wind-up post from the adjustable 
net system, (4) d-rings and self drilling screws. The Unicourt™ net is sold separately. 
Choose from 3.5” square steel with 3/16” wall thickness or 4” square aluminum. 
Adjustable collars (steel) or in-line open eye hooks (aluminum) allow for the net to be 
adjusted from ground level to 8’. This setup offers the same versatility as the standard 
adjustable net system. 

Rebounders
10’ H x 10’ W (Item # 68304B)
10’ H x 20’ W (Item # 68300B)
Add a standalone rebounder to your court 
or incorporate the rebounder into the 
custom fence system. The rebounder frame 
is constructed of 1.9” 16-gauge black 
powder-coated steel and measures 10’ 
high x 10’ or 20’ wide. The net is sewn from 
black heavy-duty #420 pylon, 7/8” mesh 
netting. This knotless netting has a 125 lb 
break strength and is weather treated to 
withstand moisture and sunlight. Netting 
is reinforced with a double sewn 1-1/2” 
wide vinyl tape border. Brass grommets are 
evenly spaced for securing the net to the 
frame with the provided bungee cords. A 
white webbing strap to set a realistic tennis 
net height and vinyl bottom ball retainer is 
included. Complete unit includes fittings, 
adjustable straps, black bungee cords, 
vinyl ball retainer, rebounder net and PVC 
ground sleeves.

Custom Fence System (Item # 68998)
Designed for ball containment with a more 
subtle and attractive appearance than standard 
chain-link fencing, these “soft” fence systems are 
the perfect addition to any court. The framework 
is made from 1.9” OD 16-gauge black powder-
coated steel. The net is sewn from heavy-duty 
#420,1-1/2” square black netting. The standard 
fence height is 6’ or 10’ (please refer to your 
local building codes to determine your site’s 
height limitations). Rebounders (shown above) 
can be incorporated within the fence design. 
The system includes all fittings, weather treated 
netting, lacing cord and PVC ground sleeves.

Douglas® Unicourt™ Components

Light Systems 
Extend the available play time of your court by adding the 
Premium LED light system. The LED Systems feature (2) 
100 Watt LED Floodlights with 13,500 delivered lumens 
per light fixture and 5000K light color ensures a bright 
clear light. This LED area light only uses premium grade 
LED components. High strength aluminum housing make 
this an industrial grade quality and is built to last. Better 
heat dissipation ensures longer LED life and safety. Unit is 
waterproof for all weather conditions. Backed by a 5-year 
warranty.  Choose from an in-line or standalone light 
system. Both installation options are finished with black 
polyester powder coat for maximum weather resistance.

In-Line System (Add-On) (Item # 68513)
This “In-Line” system is to be used as an extension 
to the steel adjustable net system. The extension 
system includes a 3” square x 10’6” steel light pole 
with collar, extension arm and light fixtures with 
lamps and fits into the top of a steel 3.5” square x 
12’ adjustable net system pole. 

Standalone Light System 
Standalone Pole System (Item # 68517)
Ground Sleeve (SGS-42SQ) (Item # 68150AL)
The standalone pole is constructed from 3.5” square 
steel and top pole is 3” square steel. The installed 
light height is approximately 17’ above ground. 

ADJUSTABLE 
CHANNEL

MAX Clearview Backboard Our durable, “clear view” style backboards 
are available in tempered glass and polycarbonate. Backboards are completely 
supported by a welded steel back frame. The F5™ is also available with a 
recreational steel backboard. 

Pressure Flex Breakaway Goal Constructed of robust steel this goal 
offers a spring pressure flex breakaway mechanism and attaches directly to the 
backboard with a double reinforced steel back plate. 

All Weather Protection Douglas® basketball systems feature ultimate 
weather protection with a corrosion resistant, multi-layered coating preventing 
rusting and chipping and ultimate protection against the elements. All of 
the fastening hardware is made from stainless steel to ensure your system 
maintains its structural integrity. 

Protective Padding Form fitted pole and base padding are manufactured 
with durable black all-weather vinyl that is UV and all weather resistant. Sleek, 
molded vinyl backboard padding offers maximum player protection while not 
interfering with game play. 

Limited Lifetime Warranty

Douglas® Basketball Systems

645 MAX (Item # 69660)
42” x 60” Glass Backboard
4’ Extension

646 MAX (Item # 69672)
42” x 72” Glass Backboard
4’ Extension

435 MAX (Item # 69635)
42” x 60” Polycarbonate Backboard
3’ Extension

Effortlessly adjust the goals’ height 
anywhere from 5-1/2’ to 10’. The 
smooth operating adjustable height 
crank assembly has an easy-to-read 
gauge and a stainless steel  
removable handle. 

5’ Fixed Extension

F5-655 MAX (Item # 69560)
42” x 60” Glass Backboard

F5-656 MAX (Item # 69572)
42” x 72” Glass Backboard

F5-655 STEEL (Item # 69565)
42” x 60” Steel Backboard

F5-655 MAX POLYCARBONATE
(Item # 69562)
42” x 60” Polycarbonate Backboard

F5-656 MAX POLYCARBONATE
(Item # 69574)
42” x 72” Polycarbonate Backboard

Aluminum In-Line System (Item # 68253)
Ground Sleeve (SGS-24SQ) (Item # 68152AL) 

Steel In-Line System (Item #  68251C)
Ground Sleeve (SGS-42SQ) (Item #  68150AL)



Adjustable Net Systems

pole allowing play for a variety of court sports. Choose from our Aluminum or Steel 
This 

weather protection against the elements. Both systems include 
the same net tensioning reel. The rugged net tensioning reel 
case and gears are constructed of heavy duty steel. This simple 
reel assembly is easy-to-use and has a smooth operation. 
Handle has a comfortable contoured grip and is removable 
to prevent any unwanted tampering. The net can easily be 
removed for any open court play. Unicourt™ multi-purpose net 
and ground sleeves are sold separately.

Aluminum

With the D
simply move the net pulleys and open eye hooks to the 
desired location within the continuous structured post 
channel. The built-in structured channel allows for quick and 
easy net height adjustments. This solid system is constructed 

weight of a comparable steel system. All post hardware is 
included. The Unicourt™ net and ground sleeves are sold 
separately.   

Steel

With the Douglas® Steel 

you simply adjust the 
collars anywhere from 

post.
square tubing with a 

The 
multipurpose net system 
includes all hardware 

height adjustments. The 
steel system can be used 
with the in-line light 
system option. 
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ADJUSTABLE 

MAX Clearview Backboard Our durable, “clear view” style backboards 
are available in tempered glass and polycarbonate. Backboards are completely 

™ is also available with a 
recreational steel backboard. 

Pressure Flex Breakaway Goal Constructed of robust steel this goal 

backboard with a double reinforced steel back plate. 

All Weather Protection Douglas® basketball systems feature ultimate 
weather protection with a corrosion resistant, multi-layered coating preventing 
rusting and chipping and ultimate protection against the elements. All of 
the fastening hardware is made from stainless steel to ensure your system 
maintains its structural integrity. 

Protective Padding 
with durable black all-weather vinyl that is UV and all weather resistant. Sleek, 

interfering with game play. 

Limited Lifetime Warranty

Douglas® Basketball Systems

645 MAX 

646 MAX 

435 MAX

3’ Extension

smooth operating adjustable height 
crank assembly has an easy-to-read 
gauge and a stainless steel 
removable handle. 

5’ Fixed Extension

F5-655 MAX

F5-656 MAX

F5-655 STEEL 

F5-655 MAX POLYCARBONATE

F5-656 MAX POLYCARBONATE



1-800-553-8907
douglas-sports.com

USA MANUFACTURER
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